The physical solutions of Lagrangian of octonionics are researched in the paper. It is shown, the gravitational interaction in Friedmann space and in spherically symmetric space in such model is to be described by pair of charged massless vectorial D-bosons of Minkowski space. It is proposed to use the formalism for the description of jet and supernova.
Introduction
In [1] author proposed the generalization of Lagrangian from Weinberg-Salam theory, devoted to electroweak interactions, on octonionic algebra. This paper is a corollary of the conducted research. Here the physical interpretation of the octonionic Lagrangian from [1] is proposed. The subject of research is the opportunity to describe gravitational interaction on the base of octonionic algebra in the flat Minkowski space.
2 Algebraic structure of the state space of the extended octonionic space
The octonionic algebra could be represented by matrices [1] (i = 1, 2, 3)
where σ 0 is a unit matrice and σ i , i = 1, 2, 3 is a Pauli matrice:
with special multiplication rule
The matrices A, A ′ , B, B with size (2 × 2) were introduced, together with unit matrice I of same size and complex numbers λ, ξ, λ ′ , ξ ′ . Hermitian conjugation on those matrices is introduced as follows:
Multiplication (3) is defined for a wider matrice class than for matrices from octonionic algebra representation, Σ a , a = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 7 introduced earlier. Two more matrices could be introduced
That maintain multiplication (3) . So the set of matrices f a = Σ a , a = 0, 1, . . . , 7,
Form a basis of linear space upon the field of complex numbers, which is further called the extended octonionic space, and is denoted for O.
Using the multiplication defined in (3) introduce scalar product in O: is the number
There is an orthonormal basis with respect to scalar product (7)
Obviously, the trace of the production of any three matrices is associative one, i.e. tr((A * B) * C) = tr(A * (B * C)) = tr(A * B * C)
Introduce a matrice
Due to high importance of u 0 in the construction of octonionic Lagrangian, find the scalar product of this matrice with generatrices Σ a of octonionic algebra
(Evidently, the last brackets disposition is the corollary of the present ones and the associativity of trace of a three matrices.)
It is clear from the equations if a and b are equal to 4 the multiplication is associative, otherwise with a = b the four-member-production is not associative therefore could be rewritten as follows
Here, A ab c , (c = 1, 2) is antisymmetrical variable equal to 0, ±1. In only case when neither a nor b is equal to 4 and special brackets disposition the value of A ab c differs from zero 
While constants c ab c are defined by the model of brackets disposition in the production of octonionic operands, i.e. by relief of non-associativity. Three models of it are proposed below.
Probability model of non-associativity relieving.
Here the frequencies p 1 and p 2 are introduced. Their values depend on the number of brackets permutations leading to the same result in (14). For example, in (14) it is natural to admit c (14) whereas only one type -in the second member of the right part of (14).
Similarly, the probability model of non-associativity relieving for (10 gives
The definition given in (14) is also applicable for greater number of elements.
Minimal model of non-associativity relieving.
The right part of (16) means the choice of brackets disposition is done to minimize f (ABCD)tr(A * B * C * D). There the coefficient f (ABCD) (which could be equal to 1) is introduced before tr. Notice, the coefficient before tr does not necessarily require its incorporation in the definition of the minimal model.
The maximal model is to be defined similarly. Obviously, in associative case the same result is obtained to that of the models defined above.
It is easy to ensure, with i = j, k = l
where A ijkl equals to ±1, 0 regarding to the brackets disposition in production and the values of indices.
Lagrangian of octonionics
In [1] the generalization of Weinberg-Salam Lagrangian on octonionic algebra is proposed as follows: (a, b = 0, 1, . . . , 7, k = 1, 2, . . . , 7):
There following denotes are done. Free fields Lagrangian L f
. . , 7 reflects the non-associate character of free octonionic fields Lagrangian.
Left and right spinor components
Ψ, Ψ ϕ are the vectors from the generalized octonionic state space, q a , c L , c L0 are some numbers, caused by normalization; γ µ -are Dirac matrices (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3):
The summing up is carried out with metric tensor of Minkowski space η µν with signature (1, −1, −1, −1), by different-case Greek indices, while the simple summing up is conducted by the same-case indices.
It is also shown in [1] that the vectors from extended state spaceŌ
and numbers (21) give model from electron-neutrino sector of WeinbergSalam theory with group charge of SU (2)-symmetry g and charge g ′ of symmetry U (1), Higgs field Ψ 0 , and the constant of interaction of Higgs field with matter fields h, see [2] .
Once more referring to [1] , the expression for octonionic Lagrangian in case
Where the following notation is used ic
So, the final Lagrangian contains non-associative elements along with associative.
Octonionic Lagrangian research
1. Consider non-associative summands from Lagrangian (24). First of all, it is the quadratic member by the fields
Apply probability model of non-associativity relieving to this member. Assume for non-zero components c 2. The free fields Lagrangian Lf contains non-associativity of fourth order with respect to fields A µ .
Formally the summand in Lagrangian is to be considered as potential energy (similarly to λϕ 4 ), therefore the maximal scheme of brackets disposition is applicable here (assuming L = T −V ). When considering that member with minus then the model of brackets would be minimal, therefore implying the physical application of the problem, in what follows the brackets disposition according to min or max rule is called potential model.
3. Lagrangian in (24) contains a neutral current
which interacts with left spinors only. In this manner the neutral vectorial boson
4. Lagrangian (24) contain current
which indicates the necessity of introduction of two oppositely charged vectorial bosons
With charge ±q D . Hence, it is necessary to modify the current q 6 A µ(6) e L γ µ e L in as follows
Lagrangian (24) contains Lagrangians of left electron fields, which interact with vector field
which is equivalent (in analogue to electro-magnetic field) to the expression with long derivative
And given Remark 4 the long derivative transforms to
To summarize, the Lagrangian of matter fields, which interact with vector fields can be rewritten as follows
Tetrad representation
Consider a differentiable Riemannian manifold M with local coordinates x µ (p), p ∈ M, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and metrics
Covariant derivative is defined as follows
And it is a vector. Christoffel symbols of second sort
Do not complete a tensor. However, what is subjected to tensors transformation law is the Christoffel symbols combination -Riemannian tesnor, which is defined according to [3] 
Quadratic form (36) could be diagonalized in some new coordinate system. Associating surface parameters with physical space-time parameters, and assuming in some coordinates metrics is transformed to the Minkowski space metric type:
In each point of space-time introduce the tetrads h µ a = ∂x µ /∂x a , a = 0, 1, 2, 3 which implement such transformation. Tetrads comply with a natural orthogonality property h
and with the properties to lift and to sink indices.
In each point of Riemannian space contravariant vector A... could be considered in diagonal coordinates system 
Where the constant matrix of infinitesimal transformation ω ab , defining Lorentz rotation, is introduced. Dirac matrices comply with the following multiplication rule on matrices σ ab :
It is well-known, Ψγ µ Ψ is a vector regarding to overall-coordinates transformation [4] . The latter imposes restrictions on spinors transformations. To concord overall-coordinate transformation with Lorentz transform replace the infinitesimal matrix ω ab with the matrix depending on x, ω ab = ω ab (x) in analogue with local gauge symmetry [5] . As a result, find the general expression for derivative in locally flat Minkowski space, which would be a vector to overallcoordinates transformation
This transformation first appears in the work of Fock-Ivanenko [6] . It was shown there, that Γ a is a real value depending on rotation coefficients γ abc and Dirac matrices and Φ a is a real value proportional to a unit matrix. Furthermore in [6] Φ a is identified exceptionally with electromagnetic field. Matrix Γ a
Particularly, considered in orthogonal coordinates, gravitational field in Riemannian space with metrics
And given (45) lead to the following
Recall to the metrics (48) is diagonal therefore tetrads h µ(a) are also diagonal, then with different a, b, c it takes
and Dirac equation is converted to Ivanenko-Sokolov equation [7] : 
Therefore Actually curvilinear space appears as a solution method for the Dirac equation in external field A 5 µ , but as free variables x k have clear physical meaning, it is so proved the generalization of Weinberg-Salam theory on Caley octaves algebra, by means proposed in this paper, is equal to introduction of curvilinear space which is the background for matter fields consideration.
Friedmannian space
In this section it is shown in the flat Friedmannian space there is a self-consistent solution of octonionics Lagrangian.
Consider homogeneous and isotropic Universe
with the conformal time dt = a(η)dη, and wit
By means of (38) find all the nonzero components of Christoffel symbol:
and estimate the value
where the stroke means the derivative with respect to conformal time. From (53) it takes
Given A Assume
then non-associative on fields Lagrangian member (24) can rewritten
Estimated using potential scheme of non-associativity relieving. Associate this expression with gravitation field Lagrangian
While the gravitation field action is
Where R is the curvature. Here the divergent members are introduced, which complete Lagrangian G to curvature, the surface member is assumed to be zero. As a corollary Einstein equation is obtained
However, the question of legitimacy of (60) and (59) is still left untouched, that is why further research of the free octonionic Lagrangian L is needed. Because only the long-range part of it, without EMF, is important for the research, so eliminate A
And Euler-Lagrange equation performs
Assume mass m D to be that abolishing the expression in brackets (66)
Once expression in brackets equals zero find the solution for vectorial D-
where g(t) could be any time-dependent function. So D-bosons are proved to be massless vectorial charged particles.
Consider equation for C-and E-bosons
Assuming C and E -boson masses so that
come to the expression for free vectorial massive particles. For solutions
with constant polarization vectors c µ and e µ obtain
come to condition (60). From octonionics Lagrangian it is inferred E µ -bosons decompose to particles and anti-particles almost immediately (assumed their mass is large), however, the proposed model deals with the pair CĒ -a particle and an anti-particle in the bound state. Moreover the given state defines vacuum, this is why it is assumed the decomposition is denied in ordinary terms. Presumably, special terms are early cosmology and closely to black holes particles birthes.
For the initially posed question was the Friedmann type solutions existence on the octonionics Lagrangian, the problem could be deemed as solved.
Schwarzchild solution
Consider the space where there is a massive spherically symmetrical object. Let this object be the source of octonionic field. On great distances from the object the electroweak interaction could be eliminated therefore the object could be merely the source of the senior octonionic fields. Due to symmetry of the problem it is acceptable if on the great distances there are octonionic fields, caused by the object, then they are produced by vector-potential
Let, e.g. the electron, moving in the space. The space where the electron is moving is by definition the Minkowski space. In spherically symmetrical coordinates the metrics in the space forms
Restrict the consideration by left spinors. Rewrite its the equation of moving in massive source octonionic field, assumed it does not interact with the fields A 4,7 µ
here denote
where L = r × p is the angular moment operator. [8] .
In solutions (74) the spherically-symmetrical part is selected, that responses to the proper value of angular momentum, hence comparison of (74) with Ivanenko-Sokolov equation (52) gives the idea that formally its solution could be found in the curvilinear space-time
For a weak field it is well-known
So assume H 0 to be known and find H 1 (r). Approximately, with great r, assume H 1 = 1 + C/r n , n > 1. Find gravitational field Lagrangian G gr in metrics (75)
On the other hand according to the octonionic theory the gravitational field Lagrangian is defined as
(Here the member with zero-curvature, G pl , is added, which responses to the zero curvature of the value G in curvilinear coordinates and the constant C 0 responds to the convolution A (4)µ A 7 µ .) To obtain the same infinitesimal order of (78) and (79) when r it is required (accurate within next infinitesimal orders in decomposition by r powers)
Finally the spherically-symmetrical Schwarzchild metrics is obtained
where r g = 2M/r is gravitational radius. Then from the formal, built up in the paper, point of view, it is necessary to consider complementary vectorial field D µ so that
However, the question of admissibility of (82) 
The Euler-Lagrange equations
Let m D mass is that abolishing the expression in brackets in (84)
Once the expression in brackets equals zero find the solution for vctorial
where g(r) is any coordinates-dependent function. So D-bosons are proved to be massless vectorial charged particles. Consider equations for C-and E-bosons
Assume C-and E-bosons' masses are so that
then come to the free vectorial massive particles equation. For solutions
With constant polarization vectors c µ and e µ it takes
and condition (60) is obtained.
As it was earlier assumed, the pairs CĒ in ordinal conditions comprise a stable state.
Formally, in the paper it is shown the existence of the approximate octonionic field, which could be appropriate one for physical reality. These considerations are deemed by author as deserving the most scrupulous attention and further analysis of octonionic gravity approach, proposed above.
Jet phenomenology
In astronomy the beautiful phenomenon is well-known, when from the center of a galaxy, at right angle to its disk, the radiant flux is observed. It appears such behavior is consistent with the proposed theoretical gravity model. Indeed, consider a massive galaxy with a dense nucleus in the center of it. (According to octonionic theory there are no black holes in nature, because in strong gravitational fields the D-bosons pairs are born and their gravitational description is unacceptable. Hence in case of a strong field the consideration could be restricted by flat Minkowski space, although assuming major vectors-potentials A c µ , c = 4, 5, 6, 7 to be the main fields. From the representation proposed here A 4 and A 7 complete bound states, vacuum, and are therefore stable. So, restrict the consideration and research only D-bosons.)
For a particle falling ti the star interaction with D-boson is represented a gravitational field with Schwarzchild metrics (81). Formally, denote particle mass by m, impulse by p and energy by p 0 = E then there is the invariant
which means 
Rewrite using vector-potential A µ
Introduce the scalar functions of radial coordinates and time f lm (r, t) and h lm (r, t), k lm (r, t), a lm (r, t) [9] A 0 = f lm (r, t)Y lm (θ, φ),
A 2 = k lm (r, t)Y lm (θ, φ) + a lm (r, t)Y lm (θ, φ)/ sin θ (96)
Along with discussed another scenario could take place. Let the supermassive galaxy be star-like. Vectorial D-bosons are born around the massive nucleus of the star, completing the bound state, which is close by its nature to the hydrogen atom. As a result the mass accumulation, as a boson cover around baryon nucleus, takes place. Due to the increase in the gravitational radius after the increase in mass the completion of more and more remote from center energy levels of the star happens. As a corollary of cooling process, higher levels of matter fall to the center. At the expense of increase in gravitational radius the radiation in all directions is emited, because no disk symmetry is assumed. As a result of it explosion and, perhaps, the birth of supernova happens.
Conclusion
In the physical review of the paper some phenomenological solutions of octonionic Lagrangian are proposed because the problem of physical interpretation of the octonionic Lagrangian deserves attention. The scope of the paper does not allow to research those solutions. Moreover, there are some more interesting octonionic Lagrangian physical corollaries. Particularly, it is amazing that vacuum state u 0 = Ψ 0 and bound state A 
